Thanksgiving Break Begins Tuesday

John Dean Lectures at PC

By Karen Ryder

The burden has shifted totally since Watergate. Now the President is immediately thought to be in the wrong and must prove his innocence.

Dean expressed his doubts that there would ever be another Watergate. Noting that past administrations had had tapings of conversations and other similar Watergate activities, these were generally "the exception to the rule." However, under Richard Nixon, they became the "mentality of the administration."

"You'll see a lot of smoke" in the Reagan presidency, Dean commented. "That is, gaps will develop between the cabinet and the White House, giving rise to the perception of Watergate.

The audience was then given the opportunity to ask questions. The majority of the discussion concerned Dean's involvement in the Watergate scandal.

"I can't tell you when I crossed the line," Dean said, explaining that he kept telling himself that he was in the middle.

When he questioned the ethics of some of his orders from the President, Dean was told that if he didn't do what Nixon wanted, the President could get someone who would.

Dean commented that if it had not been the office of the President of the United States, "a lot of people wouldn't have crossed the line."

The lecture concluded with a reception at which the audience got to know Dean, to talk informally with him.

First Snowfall Comes to PC

The PC campus came alive Monday night with the first snowfall of the season. Soon after school began, students gathered in the Quad for a "friendly" snowball fight. Quickly, McDermott, Aquinas and Meagher Halls emptied out, signalling an all-out war. Both sides lined up with reinforcements, charging back and forth across the Quad. It lasted for about an hour until everyone was too wet and cold to carry on.

The snow continued to fall through the night, finally mixing with freezing rain and drizzle by daybreak. Providence's streets remained unplowed throughout the storm, due to a labor dispute between Mayor Chichi and the Public Works Department. Therefore, in the morning, off-campus students found themselves trudging through snow and slush on their way to class. The problem was further compounded, by the fact, that many of them were unprepared for the early winter storm. Resident students were also caught by surprise. Past winters have been quite mild, with little snow falling before the semester break. Many of them had planned to get their winter "gear" during Thanksgiving vacation.

The students hardest hit, however, were the commuters who had to drive to school in rush hour traffic that was snarled by the storm.

There was one bright spot. It looks like the skiers among us have something to cheer about. The snow has finally arrived.
News

Around The Campus

Knights of Columbus
A Variety Show at 8:00 p.m. on Thursday, November 20, in '64 Hall.

Pastoral Council
There will be a Thanksgiving collection from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. in Lower Slavin. Give what you can so others may enjoy Thanksgiving, too.

Movie
BOG sponsors On the Waterfront starring Marlon Brando on Thursday, November 20 at 8:00 and 10:00 p.m. in the Last Resort. Come see a film classic!

Dillon Club Election Winners
By Ray Marcaccio
Last week commuter students voted for the new executive board of the Dillon Club. In the race for president, incumbent Jane Silveira, '82 defeated junior Ray Creamer. Silveira, a management major, is optimistic about her next term in office and expressed confidence in the competence of the other elected officers. Kevin West, '83, defeated Michelle Iwuc, '84, in the race for vice-president. Liz Faris, also unopposed, will become the Dillon club secretary. Jean Silveira, '82, defeated Carlie Gilligan, '83, in the race for treasurer. Lisa Ferucci, '82, was appointed the travel committee chairperson. The term for the newly elected board will extend from January to December of 1981.

BOG Plans For Next Semester
By Beth Ann Salesse
BOG president L. Jay Manning commented, "The reason for this revised guest policy is because those outside the PC community are usually the ones who create most of the problems." The BOG office also reported that tickets for buses going to New York, Hartford, and New Haven over the Thanksgiving holiday have been selling well. The Board of Governors sent five delegates to the "Regional Collegiate Programming Convention" in Hyannis, Massachusetts November 9-11. These five delegates were Mark O'Tourke, Liz Olek, Peter Wolfe, Kathy Gioffe and Mark Caffery.

The BOG also announced at its meeting that the "zebra" mural at the Last Resort has been completed. The BOG further approved ceiling fans and lights for the Last Resort.

Finally, the BOG announced plans for next semester's social events. One of the highlights will be the "Blushing Brides" concert in '64 Hall on February 5. This group imitates the songs and dress of the Rolling Stones.

Where is the Food and Variety Store? As of January 12, 1981 It's Here!
By Rita Green
On January 12, 1981 a Food and Variety Store will open in Room 101 of Slavin Center.

"The feeling of the Advisory Board is this: the students have been asking for this for a couple of years now, and we'll never know if it's going to work until we try it," said Rev. John A. McMahon, O.P., chairman of the Food and Variety Store Advisory Board.

In a survey conducted this fall, both on and off campus, residents gave the Advisory Board some indication as to what they would like to see in the store, and also as to what hours would be the most convenient to have the store operating.

As a result of this survey, it was agreed that the store would be open Sunday thru Friday from 2:00 p.m. on an experimental basis. A few of the items that will be available in the store include: milk, orange juice, cheese, coffee, popcorn and oil, cigarettes, canned foods, and fresh fruit and vegetables.

"The prices will be about the same as those in a Cumberland Farms. It won't be a substantial savings, but it's worth it for the convenience of it," said McMahon.

The store, which will not be self-service, will be run by a manager and an assistant manager aided by store clerks. Applications for these positions are being accepted at this time.

Congress has been working on this for the last six years and finally we've getting it open. I'm very happy and I'm very grateful to all the people who helped us," said Billy Pearson, Student Congress president, and a member of the Food and Variety Store Advisory Committee.

For all of you students whose cupboards are frequently bare, or just want to have a little fun, the Student Congress is running a "Name the Store" contest. The entry that is selected by the Advisory Board will receive $20 worth of free groceries. The deadline for entries is December 8.

The Variety Store is expected to open on Monday, January 12, so whether it is to stock up, or just to have a snack, make sure you stop by.

Round Again Records
Good, Used, Odd and Interesting Records Bought & Sold
207 Wickenden St.
Providence — 351-6292

Discount Good At This Midas Muffler Shop

MIDAS
1640 Mineral Springs Ave. North Providence, R.I. 353-7121

Exhaust Shocks Brakes Front End TUNE Ups

*Have your car checked before driving home from the holidays.

Cannot be used in conjunction with any other discounts.

PC Christmas Pottery Sale December 4 and 5 in Lower Slavin. 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Pick up some handmade Christmas gifts!

Art Club
PC Christmas Pottery Sale December 4 and 5 in Lower Slavin. 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Pick up some handmade Christmas gifts!

Legion of Mary
Spend an hour in prayer and devotion to our Lord in support of the pro-life movement. Attend an all-night vigil in Guzman Chapel on Friday, December 5.

Marketing Club
Lecture, Thursday, November 20, 7:00 p.m. in Slavin 203.

Karate Club
Class from 5:30-7:30 p.m. in Alumni Hall Guild Room on November 20.

Knights of Columbus
Variety show, at 8:00 p.m. in '64 Hall, Thursday, November 20.
The Class of 1984 presents a "HAT MIXER"

Alumni Cafe
This Saturday
9 p.m.-1 a.m.

- Featuring Rock 'n' Roll Music by "The Breakers"
- Reduced Admission for those wearing hats!

Father McPhail Appointed Sub-Prior of Dominican Order

He was ordained to the priesthood in 1964 and attended the Dominican House of Studies in Washington, D.C., Boston University and the Catholic University of America.

Although reluctant to boast, when questioned about how he felt about the appointment, he said, "Quite honestly I have to use the word honored, because it reflects a note of confidence in myself on the part of the Dominican community here at PC." Father McPhail is succeeding the Very Rev. James L. Prest, whose term as sub-prior had ended.

Student Congress, Pastoral Council Raise $2,250

The Pastoral Council, in conjunction with the Student Congress' Food Committee, raised $2,250 from a fast that was held on November 12. Rev. Thomas Ertle, O.P., Chaplain of Providence College, noted that students were asked to give up a meal so that the money could be raised for those in need. The money went to various charities.

Part of the monies collected came from generous off-campus residents who were asked to give the cost of one meal so that those less fortunate might benefit.

Happy Thanksgiving from the COWL STAFF

ELMHURST HAIR SALON
Complete Hair Care for Men and Women
for appointment call 621-8054
523 Eaton St. Corner of Eaton and Smith St.

Send photos for the Commencement slide show to Box 660. Please write your name on the back of the picture or the slide. Your picture or slide will be returned as soon as possible.

Any senior interested in helping to select a band for Commencement should contact Bill Christiansen.

There will be a meeting of the Bids & Favors Committee on December 2 at 7 p.m. Meet at the Slavin Info Desk.

Christmasfest will be held on December 6. Those on the waiting list are currently being notified if bids are available.

1982
Still recovering from Ring Weekend.

1983
Only 964 days until our Ring Weekend.

1984
This Saturday night there will be a hat mixer in Alumni Cafe featuring "The Breakers." It will run from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. and there will be a reduced admission for those students wearing hats.
Exams Approaching

Keep Our Library Open

The Phillips Memorial Library is a familiar and often frequented location at Providence College. The library, PC's center of study and research, provides a quiet atmosphere for a student studying for an exam, as well as many volumes conducive to the research some students have to do for papers.

With reading period and exams just around the corner, the library will become a much more frequented place. Students traditionally increase their usage of the library during the exam period.

In the past, the library, in the spirit of cooperation with the student body, has extended the hours it is open during both the reading and exam period. Usually their extension involves closing one hour later. For example, this would be a sample library exam schedule:

Monday-Thurs: 8 a.m.-1 a.m.
Friday: 8 a.m.-12 a.m.
Saturday: 8 a.m.-12 a.m.
Sunday: 12 a.m.-1 a.m.

The library has been planning on opening earlier Sunday mornings. The Editorial Board of the Cowl strongly supports this decision.

The Editorial Board of the Cowl feels that the extension of library hours during reading period and exam period will benefit both the PC students and their grades.

Support The Friars: Keep Those Seats Filled

The winter sports season at Providence College is already underway. The hockey team is two games into their season and we can proudly say that the Friar hockey team is ranked number one in the ECAC and nationally. The Friar basketball team is diligently practicing for their first season game, November 29, against UMass.

This year, the student season ticket sales were a great success. The new double basketball-hockey combination for only $15 also sold well. The great number of student ticket holders should prove to make this year's winter events full of spirit.

Student season ticket sales pose only one problem. The objective of both sports teams and the ticket office is to sell out every game and fill as many seats as possible. Selling out tickets will both maximize profits as well as provide the sports teams with large crowds to cheer for their victories.

As a result of season ticket sales, some seats in Schneider arena are sold out for the year. In most cases, a student misses at least one or two games during the season. If the student does not have his or her ticket to a friend, the seat will remain empty for the game. The ticket office has no way of determining how many student season ticket holders will not attend any particular game.

Therefore, the Editorial Board of the Cowl recommends that the student body, has extended the hours it is open during both the reading and exam period. Usually their extension involves closing one hour later. For example, this would be a sample library exam schedule:
Monday-Thurs: 8 a.m.-1 a.m.
Friday: 8 a.m.-12 a.m.
Saturday: 8 a.m.-12 a.m.
Sunday: 12 a.m.-1 a.m.

The library has been planning on opening earlier Sunday mornings. The Editorial Board of the Cowl strongly supports this decision.

The Editorial Board of the Cowl feels that the extension of library hours during reading period and exam period will benefit both the PC students and their grades.

For more information on ticket sales, please refer to the Tournament Feature on page 5.

Editorials

The Editorial Board of the Cowl officially congratulates the Class of '82 core committee on an exciting and successful Ring Weekend. Special congratulations go to Meg Leary, committee chairperson, Lisa Bonnardi, ring committee chairperson, Steve Dooley, publicity chairman of the bids and favors committee, Mike Sine, chairperson of the band committee, and Carol Rucco, chairperson of the formal.

On Thursday evening, the rings were distributed at '84 Hall. On Friday night there was dinner and dancing at Rocky Point Palladium and Saturday night featured a formal dinner dance at the King Phillip in Westram, Mass.

Through the hard work of the core committee and the efforts of the Class of '82 officers and representatives, Ring Weekend was a great success. The Editorial Board of the Cowl commends the core committee and the Class of '82 for a job well done.

From the editor's desk...

This past week proved to be another frustrating one for business majors. They were supposed to be signing up for next semester's courses, but instead found many of them closed out by the time they reached registration. This is definitely UNFAIR!

Business majors pay the same tuition as everyone else, yet they are forced to put up with overcrowded classes, not enough professors, and students from other majors taking THEIR required courses. Overenrolling students does not solve the problem, it only worsens it.

It is time for the administration to work to establish registration problems for business majors. They MUST have first preference for their required courses. A system should be set up whereby students from other majors are allowed to sign up for business courses during adjustment period, thereby making it easier for business majors to get the courses they need.

The problem will not go away without action. NOW is the time to correct it!
Letters

Counselor Bids Fond Farewell to Staff and Students

Dear Editor:

On Friday, November 21, I will be leaving my role as counselor in the Counseling Center to become coordinator of counseling at Bryant College. Having begun the process of saying goodbye to so many I have met during my stay at Providence College, I realize that there is little chance that I can speak with all of these people.

Through the help of The Cowl, therefore, I would like to use this letter as an opportunity to give my best wishes and farewell to the students, faculty, staff, and campus of the College. I have enjoyed my time spent with you, and I regret that the real world forces us to make sacrifices, when we go after our goals. My sacrifice, in this case, is your company. bill Phillips

Why Not Try Something a Bit Different?

Dear Editor:

Several weeks ago, you published an article featuring a new Irish dell-bar that opened downtown called Muldoon’s. Well, for once this year you’ve done something right. Why not continue it?

Why not start a column, published every week reviewing the quality of the different restaurants downtown? I don’t know how many times in my four years at PC that I felt like going downtown for a nice place to eat, and because I’m not from this area, I just did not know where to go.

Your column would surely help out many people. The Cowl itself would also help. The Cowl itself. It would increase advertising as these restaurants might want to buy space in the paper and therefore increase its circulation around town.

The PC Theatre is happy and honored to share its successes with friends such as those who make the Cowl staff. Thank you for your generous support shown us by the Cowl. We look forward to sharing future successes with you.

Warm wishes are extended to the Cowl staff members for a wonderful fall and the happiest of Thanksgiving seasons. Sincerely, Kathleen O’Neill

Have something on your mind? Write a letter to the COWL, Box 2981 or drop it in Slavin 109.

Inquiring Photographer

Do you think that library hours should be extended during exams?

MAGGIE O’NEILL ’81

Yes, students deserve more time to study.

JOHN WALKER ’82

Definitely, since I’m such a serious student.

ROB THIMBLE ’82

Yes, I think they could be extended.

BETH SOLIWODA ’84

Yes, I need extra studying time for Civ.

JOE D’ANTUONO ’82

I think they should be extended all the time.

AUSTIN COEN

Yeah.

Kelly’s Keane Comments

The Class of 1982 will be glad to hear that Junior King Weekend has changed its name to “The Year of the King.” It’s very apropos since 1980 seems to be sponsoring the contest of “who can function with the least amount of sleep.”

The events themselves are over. We don’t have to dress up, run our nylons, lose our cameras or forget our flowers any more. We can sit back and talk, laugh and try to decipher all that happened for months to come. Are Ricky and Annie the latest duos? Did you see how sick “Hivey” got? What happened to YOU! Are Ricky and Annie the latest duo? Everyone did look nice and I think everyone heard it at least 100 times each night. It got to the point that if someone didn’t say it, everyone would set in and we’d sprint to the bathroom to put on a new face.

Did anyone notice her slip hanging or that her bag didn’t match? Could you tell her hair was dirty and that she didn’t shave? Did you see how much that said to matter. Once “Whip it” started up, nothing mattered at all except to have a good time. And that we did “P.S. and the Friars” even made Sunday a wild time.

Theatre Group Says “Thanks” For Support

Dear Editor: The Providence College Theatre would like to take this opportunity to thank you for the outstanding coverage given to Working.

Stephen Schwartz’s musical Working, opened the Providence College Theatre’s 12th season with a successful splash. Student attendance for this production was fantastic! This aspect of Working’s success was, in large part, due to you, Steve, and the Cowl staff.

The PC Theatre is happy and honored to share its successes with friends such as those who make the Cowl staff. Thank you for your generous support shown us by the Cowl. We look forward to sharing future successes with you.

Sincerely, Stephen P. Murphy, ’81

Counseling Center Notes

A frequent comment made by college students is “I don’t know what I want to do.” A common reason for this conclusion is simply a lack of information. Part involves a lack of information about themselves, and part is due to lack of exposure to career fields.

What can a person do about this? Start exploring careers and your fit to a career as soon as possible.

How do you explore these careers? There are numerous resources — books, counselors, teachers — and a primary source to use would be a person actually involved in a particular career. A student needs to conduct INFORMATION INTERVIEWS. Not just seniors, either. Juniors, sophomores and freshmen would benefit from such activity.

What is an information interview? It is a method used to gather data and collect insights on careers and yourself. Contact a key decision-maker in careers of interest in order to listen to their overviews and insights into the latest developments and employment trends in their fields.

Students can benefit in many ways from information interviews. Social and professional qualifications highlighted by most employers are developed, as well as strong interview skills. The information needed to make a meaningful career commitment is obtained. Information interviews often uncover some promising summer or part-time job opportunities.

In conducting these interviews a student should begin by reviewing literature about the particular career field and/or organization.

Next define exactly what the objective of this bow-tie job interview. Take responsibility for the greeting. Be personal, ask questions about the person of the career you are speaking to be functional. Ask questions about a specific department. Ask for advice on what you should be doing to prepare yourself to work in the career field you have discussed.

Leave the door open, let the person know you will get back to them. Send a thank you note to express appreciation.

How do you get started? Talk to relatives, people suggested by family contacts, and friends. Use the alumni from Providence College. Talk to people suggested by teachers, family doctors, lawyers, bankers.

When should you get started? The sooner the better! Underclassmen may find Christmas vacations helpful in finding summer employment. Summer vacations may be used to contact major employers in your hometown area to find out what they are all about. Juniors should use the summer before their senior year to organize their career search.

The next COWL will be published on Wednesday, December 10, due to Thanksgiving vacation.

The Cowl itself. It would increase advertising as these restaurants might want to buy space in the paper and therefore increase its circulation around town.

The next COWL will be published on Wednesday, December 10, due to Thanksgiving vacation.

ROBIN THIMBLE ’82

I think they could be extended.

JOE D’ANTUONO ’82

I think they should be extended all the time.

AUSTIN COEN

Yeah.
Metro-Update

Christmas Shopping in Providence

Downtown

With Christmas quickly approaching, you may want to get some of your shopping done before you go home in order to avoid the rush — or pick up gifts for your beloved friends and roommates at PC. Here is a sampling of the shops available — granted it is not 5th Avenue, but there is still a lot to offer.

JEWELRY

Ross-Simons Jewelers
A large selection of jewelry and gifts for the really special people on your list. Located on Weybosset St.

WOMEN

Cherry & Webb
All types of junior women's clothing from sweaters, slacks and shirts to accessories and nightclothes. Lots of pretty pastel separates. On the corner of Dorrance and Weybosset Streets.

Casual Corner
More junior women's clothes, some classics, pretty blouses. Located on Westminster Mall.

DEPARTMENT STORES

The East Side
This is just a sampling of the many interesting shops on the East Side. Take a ride over, walk around, and check them all out. The bus downtown for Thayer St. leaves from the corner of Dorrance and Westminster.

WOMEN

Cherry & Webb
All types of junior women's clothing from sweaters, slacks and shirts to accessories and nightclothes. Lots of pretty pastel separates. On the corner of Dorrance and Weybosset Streets.

Casual Corner
More junior women's clothes, some classics, pretty blouses. Located on Westminster Mall.

GIFTS

The Dancer's Image
For your favorite dancer or ballet enthusiast, this little shop is in the perfect place to look for a gift. It carries a variety of dancewear, but it is the other dance related items that make this store special. There is a variety of books on dance and an interesting selection of cards with dance photos. The Dancer's Image is located at 204 Union St. between Weybosset St. and Westminster Mall.

The Little Shop
Located next to Capriccios on Pine St., The Little Shop features a fine selection of gifts, silk flowers and cut flowers.

Radio Shack
Stereo equipment and accessories along with some computer toys. Located on Weybosset St.

Rainbow Records
Albums, posters.

Strawberries
More records, big selection.

Edith's Photo
Photographic equipment, film

FUTURISTIC

and accessories for the camera buff. Located at 66 Orange St.

FOOD

The Fruit & Nut Shop
Dried fruit and all sorts of nuts and other goodies put together an assortment. Located on Weybosset across from Cherry & Webb.

Fanny Farmer
The old reliable gift for the chocolate lover — give a pound of fudge — or even stuff a stocking filled with sweets. Located on Westminster Mall.

MEN

Briggs Ltd.
Certainly one of the finest men's shops in Providence. Briggs carries a beautiful selection of Shetland sweaters, scarfs, gloves and personalized items such as tie clips and buttons. Definitely worth looking into for a special gift. Located on Kennedy Plaza.

Philip Wolfe, Haberdasher
Quality men's clothing, shirts, sweaters and other accessories — designer labels. Located on the corner of Dorrance and Weybosset Streets.

Richard's
Men's clothing and gifts

The Outlet
A complete department store that has recently been renovated and redecorated. Especially good for perfumes and men's colognes and other gift items. Located on Westminster Mall.

The Outlet
A complete department store that has recently been renovated and redecorated. Especially good for perfumes and men's colognes and other gift items. Located on Westminster Mall.

HOLIDAYS

Ms. Inc.
Lots of various gift items. This is a good shop to go for photograph frames — get one for a fantastic snapshot of you and your friend. Thayer Street.

COMING ATTRACTIONS

Trinity Square Repertory Company
Arsenic and Old Lace is playing upstairs now through Nov. 16. On Golden Pond is playing downstairs starting Dec. 5. Tickets for both shows can be purchased from the Student Services office for $5.00.

Ocean State Performing Arts Center
The Wiz—December 7.
A Chorus Line—January 8-11.
R.I. Philharmonic Orchestra—November 22.
R.I. College Chorus & Orchestra—December 4.
Pinocchio—Prince Street Players—December 4.
The Wiz—December 7.
La Boheme—December 13
Christmas Carol—December 14.
The Nutcracker—Festival Ballet—December 28-29.
A Chorus Line—January 8-11.

Center Stage
Tickets available at reduced rates in the Student Services Office.
Film Committee presents

"ON THE WATERFRONT"

Thurs., Nov. 20
in the Last Resort
8:00 and 10:00
Starring Marlon Brando and Rod Steiger

Saturday, Nov. 22
Last Resort features
"MOXIE"
Tickets available in BOG office

Tuesday, Dec. 2
Coffeehouse in the Last Resort
9-1
Free Admission
Food — Entertainment Backgammon


FULL UNION CHRISTMAS MIXER
Friday, December 5
featuring
Two Way Street and The 88's
Ring Weekend Highlights

Mike Welch and Billy Pearson reminisce about old times.

"ANOTHER ONE?!!"

Hey, where's my ring?

Kathy's got a good grip on Drol.

"Hey, who's minding the 10th floor "penthouse sweets"?"
"Oh...you caught us!"

"...now where was I?..."

"Hey, are you sure you're Jane not Jean?"

"Oh, this is so much fun!!"

Sue Ratcliffe has found someone worth holding on to!
Features

‘82 Ring Weekend Sparkles Like Gold!

Amidst laughing, cheering, and dancing, the Class of 1982 passed one more milestone on the road to graduation with a successful Ring Weekend that saw students dance in the familiar Rocky Point Palladium on Friday, and enjoy a formal night, dance in the familiar Ring Weekend that saw students who took part, and answers to the festivities in many ways could be distinguished by students who took part, and answers to the question "Which night did you not be distinguished by students seemed like one continuous evening and the speeches that followed the presentation of rings Thursday evening and the speeches that accompanied this presentation in 64 Hall. Rocky Point Palladium to enjoy a buffet dinner and dancing to the sound of "Strut." The popular selections included "Whip It," the B-52’s "Planet Claire" played to a "bombed" crowd, and slow melodies by such respected musicians as D’Espin.

Yet in the eyes of many it is Saturday night that brings out the true party atmosphere of the weekend. The formality, the good food, an excellent (and expensive) band called "P.F. and the Flyers" and even an open bar attracted the crowd of 476 couples who sang, danced, and laughed the night away in the King Philip Ballroom in Wrentham, Mass. The invocation by Father Ertle began the evening and in many ways reflected both the present joys and future hopes of the class of ‘82 as he asked that "You bless all here present as we share this evening together," an evening that in more ways than one was "gold" as gold.

A Short Story...

One day God was sitting in heaven, resting after a noisy thunderstorm, when he decided to pay his favorite creation a visit. He had foretold of His visit through prophets and other people, but He never really knew when He would pack up and leave. So, with nothing really big happening for a few hundred years, He decided to drop in.

Well, He thought about how He could do it. He could come in by the Holy Chariot, but that would be too noisy and expensive, with the price of gas. He considered other ways too, but in the end, He realized that the only way was the natural way He invented. Also, He would, well you know, hang around for a while and watch what goes on. So He would have to be a real man, with clothes and shoes and all the aches and pains of the rest of us. To make things really interesting, He decided on going at it the hard way, by having a mother and father who were your basic common people—you know, not rich or anything, but special in His eyes alone.

Well, God grew up with these people, and at a certain age, when He thought that He knew enough about men, He decided to go out and talk and maybe spread His word. Lots of people came to listen to Him, and He filled their hearts with His Spirit. As it turned out, a bunch of guys got together, and decided that God was causing all kinds of trouble, so they arrested Him and killed Him—like some kind of common criminal! To make a long story short, God, who liked to be called Jesus when He was on earth, rose from the dead. By dying He destroyed death and by rising He restored our life." To do what God did 2000 years ago and today is as interesting as it is incredible. He always says "You're welcome."
Student of the Month

Leo J. Gendreau, ’81

Leo J. Gendreau, Class of ’81, has been selected by the Editorial Board of the Cowl as Student of the Month.

Leo, a biology major from Fall River, Mass., is an emergency medical technician and an ambulance attendant for the Seaman Rescue. His experience and skills have proved instrumental to the physical safety of many PC students. During his freshman year, Leo played a major role in the rescue and safety of many PC coeds during the Aquinas dorm fire.

During his sophomore year, he established a course in CPR which eventually became mandatory to all security personnel and RA’s and has since grown considerably in membership.

For the past two summers Leo has been working at Johns Hopkins Hospital, assisting research on a childhood affliction known as Farber’s disease. His assistance has brought the cure for this disease one step closer.

Leo is presently working as an aide in the Infirmary and is pursuing a career in the medical profession.

The Editorial Board of the Cowl feels that Leo should be commended for his efforts and wishes him luck in the future.

Congratulations, Leo J. Gendreau.

Freshman Life—
Off Campus

By Catherine Jahn

Freshmen. You've seen them all around campus—in classes, at socials, in Slavin, at club meetings, at Getauer’s, and even in the Rat. But did you know that approximately 100 members of the Class of '84 live off-campus this year? And how is life for those freshmen? Well, according to the majority, it's great.

Most freshmen, when asked, said they liked living off-campus. Common reactions were that life on campus is quite busy, although some are on a meal plan. Many students believe that it is cheaper to live off campus than to pay for room and board, although it is easier and less time consuming to eat on campus.

Yet, despite these limited advantages, many complaints have arisen from those off campus dwellers. The most common complaint of the freshmen living off campus is that it is difficult to meet people. Although many of the students interviewed pointed out that students in apartments do get to know the other people living in their building, all felt that it is one advantage of dorm living which they do not share.

Many students commented that they are finding it difficult to establish a social life at college.

For those with domestic inclinations, most apartment dwellers have access to a kitchen. Most of the freshmen reported that they do all of their own cooking, although some are on a meal plan. Many students believe that it is cheaper to live off campus than to pay for room and board.

They also pointed out that students in apartments do get to know the other people living in their building, all felt that it is one advantage of dorm living which they do not share.

Many students commented that they are finding it difficult to establish a social life at college.

*See FRESHMAN, page 13

Grand Opening

SPLRIO’S HOUSE OF PIZZA
891 Smith St., Providence, R.I.

GRAND OPENING!

Featured:
- Narragansett Bay Chorus
- Jazz band
- Irish ballads
- Guitar (Country & Folk)

Refreshments!

Donation: $2.00

*See ALEMBIC, page 13

A History of the Alemibic after 60 Years at PC (1920-1980)

By Audrey Fontes Berry ’81

Leo J. Gendreau, ’81 — The Alemibic’s of the 1930’s reveal that the happy-go-lucky disposition of the 20’s was shattered by much of the poetry dealt with this new feeling of disillusionment. Time seemed to take on a new reality for the college student. Suddenly the outside directly affected the inner sanctuary of the campus. Because money was tight, the Alemibic had to ask our patrons to stay alive.

In 1931 the magazine tried a new layout, the first major change since 1920. The 1920 format was considered "old-fashioned" and stuffy. It included too many classroom-type articles that were drafted from texts. But like most reactions, it was quickly overstepped itself and ended up looking more like a newspaper magazine than a literary magazine. Finally in 1935 a happy medium was reached. The Alemibic re-directed its focus and its first annual presentation, the "Cowl," made its first appearance. We earnestly hope it will survive. It can only do this if it receives the support of the student body and the good will of businessmen expressed through advertisements.

The first Cowl editor was Joseph P. Byer. With the Cowl's arrival the Alemibic dropped its news chronicle section and added a liberal arts section which included the current work in which the faculty was involved, book reviews, and a section called "Our Guest Author." This was a section devoted to prominent scholars across the country, and for many years the need was felt of having the "Alemibic" supplemented by a weekly newsletter for the presentation of current happenings and as a more adequate medium of the College. On the occasion of the game with Rhode Island State a few days ago, the "Cowl" made its first appearance. We earnestly hope it will survive. It can only do this if it receives the support of the student body and the good will of businessmen expressed through advertisements.

The Knights of Columbus presents its first annual VARIETY SHOW

Tonight—Thursday, November 20th
8 p.m. in ’64 Hall

Featured:
- Narragansett Bay Chorus
- Jazz band
- Irish ballads
- Guitar (Country & Folk)

Refreshments!

Donation: $2.00
In a Veteran's Day Ceremony in front of Harkins Hall, Providence College paid its respect to America's Military veterans and in particular to those who died in service for their country.

While a ROTC Color Guard raised the flag, members of the PC Band played the National Anthem. Rev. James Driscoll, O.P., added a religious dimension to the ceremony by reading a prayer for the deceased veterans of our wars. The prayer was written by Father Joseph Mulhern, a PC graduate recently retired after 30 years as an Army Chaplain, who is now assistant pastor of St. Pius Parish.

Members of the ROTC Color Guard, under the supervision of Master Sergeant James Henson, were Steve Alger, John Collins, Charles Costello, Tim Duggan, Kathleen Moffat, John Renaud and John Ricitilli.

---

Robust humor and fantastic deceptions combine in Oliver Goldsmith's classic comedy. A delightfully eccentric 18th century English romp!

She Stoops to Conquer

Opening December 3rd

Wednesday, Dec. 3
through
Sunday, Dec. 7
8:00 p.m.
Harkins Hall Auditorium

Tickets Only $1.50 w/PCID
Continuations

★ CONGRESS

(From page 1)
will be a reduced admission fee for anyone wearing a hat.
There will be a contest for the naming of the food and variety store. The winning student will receive $10 worth of groceries.

★ TICKETS

(Athletic Department or Ticket Office set up a box or desk at Slavin Center (as done during Ring Weekend) so that students who are not using their tickets may deposit them. Then, the ticket office can redistribute the tickets, at no cost of course, to others. This would allow the winter athletes to play in front of large crowds while not adding any additional expenses to the Athletic Department.

★ ALEMBIC

(continued from page 7)
him and a short biography by a student. The articles were theological or philosophical in nature, and had Catholic-Thomistic tendencies.
1949's --- With World War II being in the forefront of everyone's mind, the Alembic published many articles and essays on the war, Russia, Germany, etc. Even the ads were occupied with the war effort: in the December 1942 issue Santas, Chesterfield cigarettes for GI's, Germany, etc. Even the ads were published many articles and essays on the war. Stories and artwork are much more expensive to reproduce than poems. The problem cannot be overcome without the support of the student body. The journal needs a large staff in order to raise money, which will enable it to improve the quality of its contents.

The Alembic has endless possibilities. Correspondence and exchange could be established with other literary journals. Publication possibilities and a greater audience to one's ideas could then be available. Media experiments, essays, and reviews can happen.

The Alembic is PC's only poetry journal. Most freshmen living off-campus do not seem to be lacking. Almost every freshman spoken with said that he or she does attend weekend socials on-campus, as well as dorm parties. All said that they do make a concerted effort to attend social functions on campus in order to meet new people. Many freshmen also said that they feel they have succeeded somewhat, and that they are now finding it easier to meet people.

Despite their success so far, the majority of freshmen agree that it is a "definite disadvantage as a freshman to live off-campus." As far as the future is concerned, about half of those students spoken to have plans to move on campus next year if housing is available. The other half have either found off-campus living agreeable, and so they would like to live off campus again next year, or they think they might like to try dorm living before they actually choose between the two lifestyles.

Most freshmen living off-campus agreed that freshmen should definitely be on campus their first year.

★ SHOPPING

(from page 6)
Blue Angel
A slick store with a relatively individual array of merchandise — cards, writing paper, colorful posters, calendars and hair ornaments. Upstairs: women's clothes — exciting and out of the ordinary. Thayer St.

CLOTHING

Spectrum International
Imported clothing in natural fabrics, interesting designs. Also unusual belt buckles. Jewelry. Thayer St.

Arthur Palmer
Traditional men's and women's prep clothing — a good selection of sweaters, belts, scarves among other things. There's a good chance you could please someone on your list here. Thayer St.

The Outdoorsman
The perfect store for your hiker-backpacker friends (or those who like to look that way). Available are jackets, ponchos, sweaters and backpacking equipment. Off Thayer St. on Waterman St.

Harvey Ltd.
Another fine men's clothing store with an especially nice collection of ties and sweaters. Off Thayer St. on Waterman St.

FOOD

Incredible Edibles
Yet another place to satisfy those sweet toothed (friends! Chocolates and jelly bellies among the many sweets. arrange an assortment and please even the most demanding. Thayer St.

Positions Available

CAMPUS FOOD & VARIETY STORE

MANAGER

ASSISTANT MANAGER

CLERKS

Applications for the above positions now being taken.

 Interested? Job descriptions for each position and applications are available at the Student Services Office (Slavin Center 204).

Deadline for returning applications is Tuesday, November 25, 1980.
FRIAR FEVER T-SHIRTS

On Sale Nov. 18-20 for $4.00

WEAR YOUR “FRIAR FEVER” T-SHIRT TO THE FRIARS OPENING GAME AND GAIN FREE ADMISSION AND REFRESHMENTS TO THE “JIM PLUNKETT” FESTIVAL FOLLOWING THE GAME.

BRING YOUR WHOLE TICKET BOOK WITH YOU TO THE GAME AND YOUR GAME TICKET STUB WILL GO INTO A RAFFLE FOR A FREE TRIP TO BERMUDA!
When you take 10 people from the West, 10 from the East, and nine from Canada, and combine them under the winningest coach ever in Providence College history, you're bound to have a successful team. Well, needless to say, the results of this year's Friar hockey team will not turn out to be a "shocking surprise" as the results of last year's team were. Going into the 1979-80 season, Coach Lou Lamoriello manipulated a young team with only four seniors to provide leadership.

This year, Lamoriello attacks PC's 13th varsity season with 17 experienced skaters who are all under the leadership of Captain Steve O'Neil. (PC's ninth all-time point scorer.) In the pre-season ratings, Providence is number one in the East — some say number one in the country! It all seems so simple. A national championship seems to fit right in place. But it won't be that easy. The Friars will rack up the points. Wingers Paul Stasiak and Rick Breagy, and the fifth man. Their best effort is all I can ask our road games."

By John Brandolino

There are eight freshmen entering the college ranks of Providence. All but one are from Canada or the West. No doubt the newcomers will find it hard to adjust but they have the support of the other young returnees. Also, all are highly recruited. Coach Lamoriello wouldn't have any other way.

Dr. F. S. Forgiel

Thanks to the PC family for their kindness and sympathy at a time when it was deeply appreciated.
**Sports**

**Down Merrimack, U.S.I.U.**

**Friars A**

**Crowd Pleaser In Opening Games**

By John Brandolino

It’s that time of year again and the Providence College hockey team has started its season on a more pleasant note than last year. PC took the home opener, 9-4, against Merrimack with the help of two linemates of the first period, senior Steve O’Neil. These two linemates combined for six goals and nine assists, each scoring a hat-trick.

A few days later, the Friars captured their second win against U.R. International University of San Diego. In the first meeting event between the two teams, PC pulled it out by a score of 3-1.

Hustle was the name of the game against Merrimack. The Friars worked well together but found their momentum abruptly halted by a game total of 20 power plays. Nonetheless, O’Neil started the scoring at 4:37 of the first half, when his quarterback hit the corner of the net. Next, Scott Kleinendorst found O’Neil open during a well-executed power-play and he whacked it by a defensemen goalie. Number three was the prettiest of them all as O’Neil took a beautiful pass from a two-on-one (with O’Neil) to give him the hat-trick. Dan Miele added to the total with a tip-in to make it 9-4.

“After all the build up they’ve been getting, PC did a super job,” Lamoriello commented. “O’Neil had a great night but all the other players did well, too.” And that includes freshman goalie Mario Proulx, who picked up his first career win.

Freshman winger Brad Neufeld fired a shot past PC goalie Scott Fiske to make it 14-6 at halftime. Tim Hanewich kicked up the middle and then outside to set the score at 21-7. Hanewich’s kick set the score with less than a minute to play, making the final 21-14. PC fell on the ensuing onsides kick to close Saturday, leading Providence to the four-on-three situation. An impressive power-play followed as O’Neil drilled his second score by Schneider for what proved to be a closer contest than expected.

The Friars were certainly the better squad and things looked up when O’Neil dived to tip in a John Sullivan pass early in the first period. Even shorthanded, the home team looked awesome with the likes of scrappy Steve Anderson pacing the defense. Dan Miele tapped things off with his second goal in as many games to make it 2-0, but the Grills flew back. After a face-off in the Friar end, wing Brad Neufeld fired a shot past PC goalie Scott Fiske to lessen the advantage to one.

In the second period USI gave it all they had. There were some scary moments, but Fiske rose to the occasion making some dazzling pad saves, including a kick save on Neufeld’s one-on-one bid in the last period. What Providence needed, they didn’t get until 9:32 of the third period. It was then that the clinching power-play score came on a slap-shot by O’Neil from the face-off circle.

“We won and we’ll take it,” said a disappointed yet thankful Coach Lamoriello. “We didn’t play as a cohesive unit within the framework of our system.” Well, whatever the quality of play, the Friars did pick up their second victory and will now travel to Vermont and Minnesota for a three-game road hike. “It’s always tougher on the road but I don’t think that’s any major factor,” explained Lamoriello. “We just have to play with intensity and I don’t think we did tonight.”

PC will visit Vermont on Tuesday, the 16th, and then face Minnesota-Duluth on Friday and Saturday.

**Gridders Dump Stonehill; Reach Semi’s**

The Providence College football team survived early turnovers to overcome Stonehill College 31-14 in the first round of the National Club Football playoffs last Saturday. The Friars were kept in the game by consistent defensive play and a backbreaking 87 yard kick return for a touchdown just prior to the end of the first half.

The Friars were plagued by a rash of fumbles throughout the first half, but the defense held Stonehill scoreless until just after the four minute warning of the first half, when their quarterback scored on a long draw play. Stonehill came up short on the ensuing kickoff. Tom Biga broke up the middle and then outside to daylight. Tim Hanewich kicked the extra point and the Friars led 7-0 at halftime.

The Friars had their next scoring attempt at the end of the third quarter when receiver Jim Petekewich took a Steve Lepper pass to the 15-yard line. However, two plays later, PC fumbled giving Stonehill the ball with plenty of time to play. Stonehill’s drive was stopped by a fumble which was recovered by PC’s Bubba O’Reilly. Lepper then completed a 61 yard pass to Hanewich who stumbled to the 5-yard. Biga took the next play off tackle for the score, and Hanewich’s kick net the score at 14-6.

The Friars final score came on a fourth down at the Stonehill twenty. PC appeared to attempt a field goal, but Lepper pulled up and released the ball to Jim Petekewich, who held on for the score. Hanewich’s kick made it 21-7.

Stonehill closed out the scoring with less than a minute to play, making the final 21-14. PC fell on the ensuing onsides kick to close out the game.

The Friars will play the second round of the playoffs this coming Saturday against Bentley College on Hendrickson Field. Game time is 1 p.m.